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Migration   from   the   Legacy   Platform   (v1)   to   the   New   Platform   (v2)  
 
 
Overview  
This   document   details   the   process   and   considerations   for   migrating   from   MediaZilla   v1   to   v2.   
 
Steps   to   Migrate   (Opt-in   basis)  
 

1. Please   read   this   entire   document   to   make   sure   you   understand   the   process,   including  
the   “Migration   Eligibility   Requirements.”  

2. When   you   are   ready   to   migrate   respond   to   our   email   with   the   following   information:  
a. Confirm   you   wish   to   migrate   from   the   Legacy   Platform   to   the   New   Platform.  
b. Confirm   you   have   read   this   summary   document   and   understand   it   fully.  
c. If   you   are   on   a   Basic   or   Starter   plan   confirm   which   plan   you   wish   to   convert   to:  

i. Enthusiast  
ii. Pro  
iii. Enterprise  

d. If   you   are   on   Pro   or   Premium   month-to-month   billing   confirm   which   eligible   billing  
frequency   you   prefer   going   forward:  

i. Annual   prepaid  
ii. Annual   paid   monthly  

 
Migration   in   Phases  
 
Phase   1  
Beginning   on   Monday,   September   30,   2019   members   will   be   able   to   opt-in   to   the   new   platform.  
This   phase   will   involve   some   manual   work   on   our   end   to   prepare   your   account   for   migration   and  
process   the   request.   We   will   most   likely   process   no   more   than   5-10   requests   per   day   Monday   to  
Friday   for   the   first   few   weeks.   We   want   to   ensure   we   make   a   smooth   transition   for   our   members  
and   cause   the   least   amount   of   disruption.  
 
Phase   2  
In   November   2019   we   are   planning   for   the   process   to   be   more   automated   whereby   members  
can   request   to   opt-in   to   the   new   platform   with   minimal   assistance   from   our   team,   if   any.  
 
Phase   3  
On   January   10,   2020   all   unmigrated   active   members   and   their   clients   will   be   migrated.  
 
On   January   17,   2020   all   remaining   unmigrated   users   will   be   migrated.  



 
 
Migration   Eligibility   Requirements  

1. You   must   set   up   a   trial   or   paid   membership   on   the   new   system   using   the   same   email  
address   on   your   legacy   paid   membership.  

2. You   must   have   content   to   migrate   from   the   legacy   system.  
3. You   must   have   a   valid   payment   method   in   the   new   system.   If   you   set   up   a   trial  

membership   on   the   new   system   please   enter   a   valid   payment   method.  
○ After   you   login   to   the   new   system   click   on   your   Profile   icon   (upper   right   hand  

corner)  
○ Then   click   “Account   Settings”  
○ Then   click   “Payment   Method”   in   the   left   column   and   add   your   preferred   payment  

method(s)  
○ You   will   NOT   be   charged   anything   when   you   add   a   payment   method(s)   to   your  

trial   account  
4. You   must   have   a   compatible   plan   on   the   legacy   platform:  

○ Enthusiast  
○ Pro  
○ Premium  
○ Enterprise  
○ Lifetime  

 
If   your   legacy   plan   is   anything   other   than   those   listed   in   item   4   you   will   need   to   convert   your  
membership   to   Enthusiast,   Pro   or   Enterprise.  
 
This   change   mainly   impacts   members   on   the   Starter   and   Basic   tier.   We   began   testing   the  
Starter   tier   a   few   years   back.   We   only   have   14   active   members   on   this   plan.   Similar   to   the   Basic  
tier   this   plan   does   not   have   Digital   Delivery,   Digital   Download   or   AppleTV.  
 
All   plans   on   the   new   platform   have   Digital   Delivery,   Digital   Download   and   AppleTV.   As   such,   the  
Starter   and   Basic   tiers   would   only   have   similar   functionality   to   a   trial   account.  
 
For   members   on   the   Basic   tier   approximately   90%   will   save   money   and   have   more   functionality  
by   moving   to   the   Enthusiast   tier.   The   Enthusiast   tier   has   a   50   GB   annual   quota   for   $199   USD  
per   year.   You   can   also   purchase   additional   quota   for   $3/GB.  
 
The   break-even   annual   quota   between   Basic   and   Enthusiast   is   84   to   100   GB,   for   annual   and  
annual   paid   monthly   billing   respectively.  
 
Official   Launch   of   the   Enthusiast   Tier  
We   have   been   testing   the   Enthusiast   tier   for   nearly   two   years   now   and   have   ample   data   to  
conclude   it   is   an   effective   plan   for   members   and   a   great   replacement   for   the   Starter   and   Basic  
tiers.  
 



The   Enthusiast   tier   only   has   an   annual   prepaid   option.   This   allows   us   to   create   the   most   value   at  
this   price   point.   Creating   an   Enthusiast   annual   paid   monthly   option   was   cost   prohibitive   for   us.  
 
The   majority   of   members   currently   on   the   Basic   tier   will   save   $101   to   $149   per   year   by   switching  
to   the   Enthusiast   tier.  
 
Billing   Frequency   Updates  
On   the   old   platform   we   have   three   billing   types:  

● Annual   prepaid:   entire   annual   quota   available   upfront,   quota   resets   on   annual  
membership   cycle  

● Annual   paid   monthly:   entire   annual   quota   available   upfront,   quota   resets   on   annual  
membership   cycle  

● Month-to-month:   Monthly   quota   equal   to   one-twelfth   (1/12)   of   the   annual   plan   quota,  
quota   resets   each   month  

 
We   are   modifying   all   month-to-month   memberships   based   on   member   data   and   feedback   over  
the   past   5   years.   The   monthly   quota   limit   does   not   work   well   for   the   majority   of   members.  
Members   often   need   more   than   the   monthly   quota   limit   throughout   the   year   but   will   upload   less  
than   the   annual   limit.   We   don't   want   members   to   be   forced   to   upgrade   or   purchase   additional  
quota   when   they   need   more   than   the   monthly   quota   limit.  
 
Members   on   a   Pro   or   Premium   month-to-month   plan   must   select   either   the   annual   prepaid   or  
annual   paid   monthly   option.   For   the   annual   paid   monthly   option   you   can   still   cancel   anytime  
without   penalty,   as   long   as   your   average   monthly   upload   is   50   GB   or   less   for   the   Pro   tier   or   100  
GB   or   less   for   the   Enterprise   tier.  
 
We   have   this   policy   to   prevent   account   abuse.   For   example   if   a   member   uploaded   600   GB   in  
the   first   month   and   then   cancelled   we   would   have   incurred   one   year   of   expenses   but   only  
collected   one   month   of   payments.   In   the   3+   years   since   we   started   the   annual   paid   monthly  
option   we   have   assessed   the   early   cancellation   fee   fewer   than   10   times   total.  
 
Default   Plan   Conversion  
Starter    -->   Enthusiast  
Basic    -->   Enthusiast  
Custom   Plans    -->   Most   similar   plan  
Enthusiast   -->   Enthusiast  
Pro-->   Pro  
Premium   -->   Enterprise  
Enterprise   -->   Enterprise  
Lifetime   -->   Lifetime  
 
 
 



 
How   the   Process   Works  
 
For   Phase   1   after   you   opt-in   we   will   make   any   necessary   adjustments   to   your   plan   and   billing  
frequency.   Once   you   have   finalized   all   of   the   Migration   Eligibility   Requirements   we   will   begin  
migrating   all   of   your   videos   and   collections   to   the   new   platform.  
 
Considerations  
 
Before   you   opt-in   to   the   new   platform   please   review   the   following   list   of   considerations   so   you  
can   make   a   fully   informed   decision   and   understand   the   impact   of   your   decision.  
 

1. If   you   have   not   done   so   already   please   set   up   a   trial   account   on   the   new   system   and   test  
out   first.  

2. The   new   system   has   some   known   bugs.   We   did   extensive   internal   testing;   however,   we  
are   unable   to   test   for   100%   of   use   cases.   Our   entire   team   will   be   on   standby   to   fix   new  
mission   critical   issues   as   they   arise.   For   non   mission-critical   bugs   we   will   work   to   resolve  
them   timely;   however,   they   may   impact   you   for   several   weeks.  

3. The   new   platform   has   some   features   that   exist   on   the   legacy   platform   but   have   not   been  
completed   yet.   Please   see   the   “Features   Not   Added   or   Coming   Soon”   in   the   summary  
doc    Detailed   Feature   Comparison   MediaZilla   V1   vs   V2  
Once   these   features   have   been   added   they   will   automatically   be   added   to   your   projects.  

 
For   example,   menu   music   and   multiple   font   options   have   NOT   been   added   to   the   new  
platform   yet.   If   you   opt-in   to   the   new   system   these   features   will   be   temporarily   removed  
from   existing   legacy   projects   until   we   finalize   them   on   the   new   system.   We   anticipate  
completing   menu   music   and   custom   fonts   by   November   5.  

 
4. The   legacy   scene   selection   menu   has   been   updated   to   a   Horizontal   Thumbnail   Menu  

(i.e.   Scene   Selection).   The   new   layout   uses   16:9   rectangular   thumbnails   compared   to  
circles.   The   navigation   bar   positioning   has   been   moved   towards   the   bottom   of   the   page.  
For   the   majority   of   our   members   this   is   a   welcome   change   as   we   received   many  
complaints   how   the   circles   often   cropped   important   content   in   the   thumbnails.  
All   legacy   collections   will   be   updated   with   these   changes   once   you   migrate   your  
membership.  
 

https://files.mediazilla.com/temp/detailed-feature-comparison.pdf


 
5. The   migration   of   your   project   files   from   the   legacy   platform   to   the   new   platform   will   only  

occur   once.   After   your   membership   has   been   migrated   any   content   uploaded   or   modified  
on   your   legacy   account   will   not   be   reflected   in   the   new   system.  

6. If   you   choose   to   delete   content   that   has   been   migrated,   it   should   only   be   deleted   from  
the   new   platform.   Since   both   platforms   reference   the   exact   same   files   on   our   servers,  
deleting   content   on   one   platform   will   prevent   it   from   working   on   the   other.   As   such,   it   is  
recommended   that   you   not   delete   content   on   the   old   platform   that   has   already   been  
migrated.  

7. Once   your   membership   has   been   migrated   to   the   new   system   it   cannot   be   undone.  
8. For   opt-in   migrations   you   must   agree   via   email   to   all   considerations.  

 
Access   to   the   Legacy   Platform   Going   Forward  
 
Please   read   the   “Overview”   and   “How   Physical   Media   Exports   will   work   going   forward”   sections  
from    Detailed   Legacy   Export   Summary   (   DVD,   Blu-ray,   USB)  
 
After   your   Membership   has   been   Migrated  
 
You   will   only   have   one   membership   payment.   All   billing   information   will   be   migrated   to   the   new  
system   with   our   new   payment   provider.   If   you   remain   on   the   same   plan   your   payment   frequency  
will   remain   the   same.  
 
There   have   been   NO   price   changes   to   the   Pro,   Premium   and   Enterprise   plans.   The   Starter   and  
Basic   tiers   are   being   replaced   by   the   Enthusiast   tier.  

https://files.mediazilla.com/temp/MediaZilla-Physical-Media-Overview.pdf


 
Client   Access  
 
When   your   clients   access   MediaZilla   links   from   our   old   system   or   new   system   they   will   NOT  
have   to   do   anything.   We   are   handling   all   of   the   redirects   on   our   end.   From   now   until   you   migrate  
your   membership   your   clients   will   need   to   login   to   their   MediaZilla   account   at  
https://legacy.mediazilla.com .   We   have   a   link   in   our   new   system   to   the   legacy   system   so   you  
shouldn't   need   to   contact   them.  
 
Once   your   membership   has   been   migrated   they   will   login   to   https://mediazilla.com  
 
Additional   Resources  
 
Detailed   Feature   Comparison   MediaZilla   V1   vs   V2  
 
Detailed   Legacy   Export   Summary   (   DVD,   Blu-ray,   USB)  
 

https://legacy.mediazilla.com/
https://files.mediazilla.com/temp/detailed-feature-comparison.pdf
https://files.mediazilla.com/temp/MediaZilla-Physical-Media-Overview.pdf

